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GRAMMAR WORKSHEET 1

THE KING WHO LOVED NATURE
Verbs in Past Tense

 A. Match the today action words with the yesterday action words.
  Today  Yesterday
  Action Words  Action Words
 1. watch (a) heard
 2. dance (b) walked
 3. hear (c) watched
 4. pick (d) danced
 5. walk (e) picked

 B. Read the following sentences carefully and circle the action words.
 1. The guests finished  their dinner at 8 p.m. 
 2. I called  you last night.
 3. Raghav trained  the cricketers well.
 4. It rained  heavily on Sunday.
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GRAMMAR WORKSHEET 2

CLEVER KARNA
Prepositions

Look at the pictures. Tick () the correct answers.

 1. The cat is (under/up) the chair.

 2. The fruits are (in/on) the basket. 

 3. The horse jumped (over/under) the fence. 

 4. The phone is (in/on) the table. 

 5. The tree is (behind/over) the hut. 
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GRAMMAR WORKSHEET 3

JUMBO—THE FAULT-FINDER
Sentences

 A. Rewrite these groups of words as sentences.
 1. has Mary little a lamb.
  Mary has a little lamb.
 2. capital is Delhi of the India.
  Delhi is the capital of India.
 3. Rani Meera and friends good are
  Rani and Meera are good friends.
 4. puppy dog grows a into a
  A puppy grows into a dog.
 5. makes two one plus three
  Two plus one makes three.

 B. Match the columns to complete the sentences.
  Column A  Column B
 1. The camel (a) lives in a palace.
 2. The peacock (b) has seven colours.
 3. The rainbow (c) dances beautifully.
 4. The king (d) is called the ship of the desert.
 5. Our school (e) in their nests.
 6. Birds lay eggs (f) is black.
 7. The crow (g) twice a day.
 8. I brush my teeth (h) has a yellow bus.
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GRAMMAR WORKSHEET 4

THE LITTLEST RABBIT
Subject and Predicate
Circle the subject and underline the predicate in the following sentences.
 1. I  have many toys at home.
 2. My uncle  is a doctor.
 3. Our home  has a small lawn.
 4. We  have a banyan tree in school.
 5. The boy  played well.
 6. The girl  is drinking milk.
 7. The cow  eats grass.
 8. Rohan  is eating an ice cream.
 9. Jack and Jill  went up the hill.
 10. The Earth  moves round the sun.
 11. The teacher  is writing on the board.
 12. Grapes  grow on vines.


